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markt-intern annual winner 2021: Schneider Schreibgeräte GmbH voted number 1

Schneider becomes performance winner in the category "writing instruments" and thus places itself at the top of a
renowned competitive environment.

A nationwide survey by the independent industry information service 'markt intern', asked German office supplies
retailers to rate their suppliers and manufacturers according to various criteria.

Schneider prevailed over its competitors in the category "Writing Instruments" and was voted number 1 by the
participants! The office supplies trade assessed the performance of their suppliers according to criteria such as
product quality, delivery behaviour, handling behaviour, specialist trade orientation, sales support, complaints
behaviour, achievable trade margin, price-performance ratio, field and office service support, online
strategy/webshop, etc. The participants were all very satisfied with the results.

Schneider is very pleased about the positive evaluation. They are the fruits of its labour and they are at the same
time an incentive for Schneider’s future work and long-term brand orientation. Schneider’s progress in product
development, in own technologies and the continuous improvement of its materials are its most significant
achievements. Schneider’s product range development is focused on continuous improvement and ecology.
Campaigns to support the specialised trade are also the main focus of its marketing work. Today more than ever,
the specialised trade demands a reliable partner and a qualitatively impeccable range of products.
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Schneider places itself at the top of a renowned competitive environment.
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The participants were all very satisfied with the Schneider results. Schneider is very pleased about the positive
evaluation.
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